Monday 23

Conference Dinner
6:30 pm - 10:00 pm
CIRQUE ÉLOIZE
417 rue Berri

Directions from...

📍 HEC Montréal
3000 Ch. de la Côte-Sainte Catherine
- Take the Blue line from Université-de-Montréal (towards Snowdon). Transfer to the Orange line at Snowdon (towards Montmorency). Get off at Champ-de-Mars, take the pedestrian overpass, turn left on Saint-Louis St. then right on Berri St.
- Or take Bus 129 from Ch. de la Côte-Sainte Catherine on the side of HEC. Get off at Saint-Antoine / de l’Hôtel-de-Ville and walk 6 min. on Saint-Antoine until Berri St. where you turn right.

📍 Intercontinental Montréal
360 rue Saint Antoine Ouest
- Walking is probably the easiest way to get there as it only takes 16 min. (1.3 km). Just walk on Saint-Antoine St. all the way to Berri St. where you simply turn right.
- You may shorten your walk by taking the Bus 129 from de Bleury / Viger for 3 stops to Saint-Antoine / de l’Hôtel-de-Ville and walk the rest as described above.

📍 Renaissance Montréal Downtown Hotel
1250 Boul. Robert-Bourassa
- Take Bus 150 from René-Lévesque (south side) at Union Av. for 6 stops and get off at René-Lévesque / Berri. From there, walk down Berri St.

📍 Delta Hotels Montréal
475 Av. du Président-Kennedy
- Take Bus 129 southbound from Place-de-Arts Ouest / De Bleury (on de Bleury St.) for 6 stops and get off at Saint-Antoine / de l’Hôtel-de-Ville. From there, walk East on Saint-Antoine St. to Berri St. on which you should turn right.